it can manifest itself in various forms. Hence, such various aspects of the Pure Land as are described in the sutras are nothing other than the dharma-hod.y ( dharmakaya ) itself.
Therefore，in this basic sense，we can say that Buddhism has never changed throughout all time and that Buddhism for today has nothing in particular to be distinguished from that of other times. However, just because it is itself formless，it has been able to express itself in various forms in the course of nistory. So we shall review the history of Buddhism briefly before talking about present-day Buddhism.
As is very well-known, Buddhism was founded by Sakyamuni in India and transmitted to Japan through China. In it we examine closely the life of Sakyamuni，however, we cannot but realize that his life itself was a manifestation of BUDDHISM FOR OUR TIME the spirit of Mahayana. Now I wish to remind you of this fa c t: after enlightement Sakyamuni could have remained in that state and could have enjoyed the fruits of it for himself.
But he left that state in order to preach the dharma to the people. This was the beginning of his activity as a preacher.
This was a deed which manifested nothing other than the spirit of Mahayana Buddhism. To be sure, it must be admitted that the spirit expressed in the life of Buddha Himself was developed later on and was made more explicit during the course of time.
Sakyamuni taught, for instance, that one must attain a state of mind m which there is no longer any trace of attachment, for he saw that all sufferings of man originate in false attach ments to the ego. This is the well-known teaching of the " non-ego， ， • This principle was formulated in various forms : at one time, by Nagarjuna ( c a .150-250 A.D.) as the "MiddlePath " and, at another, as the One-Path. However, these ex pressions should be understood in their historical setting and in connection with the people for wnom they were intended.
For these changes were intended only to find the expression best suited to the people to whom the Way was to be preached.
In this manner Buddhism, which was rather meditative and philosophical m India, became realistic when brought to China and was refined and simplitied in Japan. However, in its long history Buddhism also, like many other religions, was some times understood statically, scholastically, or abstractly. Its teaching thus became stereotyped,-separated from its original spirit. But in Japan Buddhism sought to overcome this danger, which is brought about Dy fixation and attachment, and to regain its living vitality. This is exemplified by Soto Zenfl，for example, when it em phasizes " only to sit "b and thereby brings about a simplified method ; or again by Rmzai Zenc，when it attempts to let the disciples vividly experience what is beyond the intellect by presenting a koand. I believe we may be allowed to regard 
Among European languages，however, neither German nor
French has tms tense，and I believe this is quite suggestive.
English is the language of Britain and America，which are the leading countries of our time，and the progressive tense is the form most appropriate to express something dynamic.
Those people whose language has this progressive tense form Of course, man does not like tr a n s ie n c y ， ， . Man wishes ordinarily to keep the same post and property and to remain in the same state. In other words， man wants security. Reality, however, is incessantly changing and，when one wishes to be secure by escaping " from this reality，he falls into anxiety against his own will. However，it is an undeniable fact that it did appear, and it is also an established fact that, in the long history of " life " on This paradox is best illustrated by nuclear bombs which can destroy mankind. And, if we are always anxious about this threat, we are sure to fall victim to neurosis.
But we human beings are so made that we are not con stantly aware of these dangers and we live an easy life for the time being. However, the awareness of a crisis is hidden deep in our minds, always producing the anxiety which is so typical of today's human psychology.
Also，the fact that man becomes conscious of himself by virtue of his own intellect means that man has become divided within himself, with the result that he himself is not sure any longer whicn is His " real " self，the knower or the known, the see-er or the seen. The more he struggles, the more he BUDDHISM FOR OUR TIME -10 -BUDDHISM FOR OUR TIME becomes divided. And， because his real hope cannot be realized， man is threatened by various forms of frustration.
In order to becloud and avoid his basic frustration, man creates，also by his intellect，various false hopes. However， his pursuit of these hopes is futile. For example，even if one hope could be fulfilled，would he be satisfied ?
This is not the case either. For once the end has been reached, a further objective to strive for appears. Thus， on the one hand，there is the ideal or an idealized image of the self which has to be attained and，on the other hand, the actual self which, unable to attain that ideal，is powerless.
Here again the division of the self derives from the nature of man as a being endowed with intellect. Man is man because he has an intellect，he is inclined to see things in dualistic terms and for that very reason he has to suffer under this basic contradiction. This is a common trait of all human beings and is grounded in the nature of the mind. This is especially true in the case of Westerners whose way of thinking exhibits the strongest tendency to dualism，and it proves to be no accident, when we look back upon the source of the Western tradition. For it consists of Greek and Chris tian influences， both of which contain dualistic elements. enlightement. Some people trod the way to enlightenment through self-eifort. However, on the way they were troubled with dualistic thinking，and they struggled to overcome it. Of course, such effort was futile in attaining self-realization. As long as they stuck to dualistic thinking, their effort usually drove them either to a stronger contradiction or to further es trangement from reality. Now in order to transcend this dualistic thinking two schools in Zen have developed. As I have already mentioned, Rinzai
Zen gives the kdan, so that one can be cornered and led to give up dualistic iriGnipulation; whereas Soto Zen teaches " only to s it ， ， ，s o that the practitioners can experience the same state of concentration as that of the Buddha. Thus BUDDHISM FOR OUR TIME -12 ^ ■ BUDDHISM FOR OUR TIME after stern training and long effort they may get enlightenment^， that is ，th e state of absolute independence，freedom, and wisdom.
There they are liberated from every bondage，including at tachment to their own ego，having become aware that dualism has been a mere delusion. Thus，at the moment when one becomes truly awakened，one realizes that there is around oneself a boundless grand world of dharma. Enlightenment is nothing but an experience of being thus within the grand light of wisdom.
However, there is often a danger for one who has attained enlightenment : he feels as if he himself were the master and the light of the whole world. This is rather natural in a sense, especially just after the experience. But if he " stays "
in that state, he is in danger of being caught in a blind cave Shinran himself has pointed this out in his famous "Chapter on the True Nature， ， 々.
To be natural means for things to be as they are (destined) to be. The Original Vow of Amida Buddha does not depend upon " working efforts" devised by human beings. Simply because He has promised to save those who invoke His Name, those who practise the invocation need not worry about whether their behavior is good or bad. This，as I said, is to be natural.
His Vow is to enable us to attain supreme bucldhahood.
Supreme buddhahood is without any form ; and because it is formless， it is said to be natural. It is called Amida solely for the purpose of enabling us to know that in itself it is formless ; Amida Buddha is a way of letting us know the nature of things.
When one understands this，one should not talk about it. If one persists in discussing this naturalness, he is making an a . 南 無 阿 弥 陀 仏 b. Jinen H oni S h o 自然法爾章 一 1 6 -effort in vain to find some reasoning，forgetting the important suggestion that the meaning of Nenbutsua, the calling of His Name, is beyond reasoning. This is the Unfathomableness of the Wisdom of the Buddha."
Bearing these words of Shinran in mind, let us ever be on the way to a realization of the dharma.
BUDDHISM FOR OUR TIME Note: A kdan 公案 is a theme or question given to a Zen student to solve as a step towards enlightenment, or possibly as a test of whethre he has become enlightened.
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